There have been two general methods used most frequently to study the convergence of finite difference approximations of elliptic boundary value problems most results in this area are based on an application of either the maximum principle or a Variational principle: In this paper we attempt to develop a third approach to this problem. Our philosophy is to imitate as closely as possible the methods that have been developed to handle the differential equation itself. Of course the first step in this program is to study boundary value problems on a half space. Here we consider approximations of the Dirichlet problem on a half space H for an elliptic differential operator of arbitrary (even) order; we do not assume that ~H is aligned with respect to the grid of the difference equation. 
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we do not assume that ~H is aligned with respect to the grid of the difference equation.
For a certain class of differenc e schemes we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the approximation. This condition, which involves only the symbols of the operators in the equation and not the operators themselves, is completely analogous to the so-called "covering condition" imposed on the boundary conditions of elliptic dif, ferential equations. (See for example [4] , p. 125]. The accuracy of the difference schemes considered here is too limited for them to be important computationally, but we hope that our methods may serve as a first step towards a general theory for difference equations, not requiring an. irltermediate variational formulatiOn and without the Iimitatibns as: sociated ~with the ma~mum principle. for every ~ER n. The symbol Qn(~) is a multiply periodic function on R n with period 2~/h; when convenient we shall regard Qh(~el as a function on the torus T".
We study the Dirichlet problem (j. where H = {x E Rn: <x, N> >~ 0}, N being a unit vector in R n. If ~ > 0, then for any F E S(H), the Schwartz space, and for any fk)E $(OH), ( This norm, which we often abbreviate to Hvlla, provides an estimate for the smoothness of v that is not dependent on the non-local differences A~ fitting nicely at ~. We shall call a boundary scheme (qh(D), #h) consistent (with Dirichlet boundary conditions) if for
all r ~S(H)
where p(D)r162 ..., (9/~N)m-lr is the Dirichlet data of r on ~H, and we shall call a difference scheme convergent if the following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) For any 2 > 0, if h >0 is sufficiently small, then
qh(D)v=g inhS is uniquely soluble in L~(H) for any GEL~(H~hS), gEL~(hS).
(ii) For any FES(H),/(k) E$(~H), the solution va of
converges to the solution u of (1,1) i n the norm I1" : L2(H)Hh"
In the following theorem, the main result of this paper, we use an extension of the symbol Qh (~) to complex values of the argument. Since Qh (~) = h-2ra Ql(h~), it is sufficient to extend only in the case h=l; also, it is more convenient to work with the normalized 
[][~ (~) -~(~)] vii < sup I r z(~')) -r ~(~0, z0) l [[vl[ (2,5)
e SUpp W By further restricting the support of w we may make the right hand side of (2.5) small, so we see that v~(~) is an approximate eigenvalue of Qh(~o).
L~MM_a 2.3: T/N ~lo is dense in ~l.
Proo]: We observe that
By ellipticity ~/N T~• {0} contains only the origin. Now by consistency r z) has a zero of order 2m at the origin, so for small ~' 40, r z) has 2m zeros near the origin.
Half of these zeros must belong to the upper half plane. These latter zeros correspond to points of ~/N }7/0 close to the origin. 
~-*llv: L~(R~)II~ < II@• D)vll < Vll~: L~(R')II~ (3.3)
for some constant C independent of h.
In attempting to use the Fourier transform to solve (3.1) on a half space, one encounters the usual difficulties of a Wiener-Hopf equation. We remark that with our conventions La(H,,, hS) is an invariant subspace of Q+(h; D). Thus the standard Wiener-Hopf solution of (3.1) is
4) Q+(h;D) Q_(h;D)
where E n is multiplication by the characteristic function ofH,,~hS. Although we are interested in w only on H, in fact (3,4) defines w as a function on R n which vanishes on 
w = g in hS,
where the inhomogeneity appears in the boundary condition, may be reduced to (3.1) by the standard trick: extend g to a function r ~) and letw' =w-r Since H9: L~(hS)lln is defined as a quotient norm, we may choose r so that I1r L~(R~)I]h = Ig: L~(hS)IIn" One easily computes that
Q+(h; D) Q_(h; D) Q+(h; D)
It follows from (3.3) that the unique solution of (3.5) satisfies IIw IIh < C IIg IIh. Suppose qh(D)=ZbjTnj is a boundary difference operator. We have assumed that bj = 0 for <], N) < 0. Hence the symbol of qu(D) determines a function q(}) = Zbjd <j'> in the algebra A of w 2 whose Gel/and representation is q. Also note that qh(q)=qh(D)l~a.
The following lemma, which shows that solutions to the homogeneous problem On the other hand, suppose (3.6) is uniquely soluble for all data g. If w E ~h, let v be the solution of (3.6) with boundary data g =w]hS. Then ~a(q) v and w are both solutions of (3.5) with the same boundary data. Hence Qh(q)v =w, so ~a(q) is surjective. If ~h(q)v----0, then v is a solution of (3.6) with homogeneous boundary data, so v = 0. Thus eh(q) is also injeetive, and therefore invertible.
These considerations may easily be extended to cover the question of stability in solving (3.6), so the proof is complete.
It is now trivial to prove Theorem 2. By the reduction presented at the beginning of this section, it suffices to solve (1,7)in the homogeneous case (3:6) . Suppose that qh(D) is elliptic with respect to Qh(D). Then ~ is non-vanishing on ~/=Q-I(O), so by Lemma 2.1, ~a(q) is invertible for small h. Of course, by Lemma 3.1, this implies that (3.6) is uniquely soluble for small h. It also follows from these lemmas that (3.6) may be solved stably.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Here of course vk is the solution of (3.6) with data gk. For the remainder of the proof we shall omit the subscript "h~" from these norms. We define a data map v~: ~-15(~H)-+ We may now prove that ellipticity is also a necessary condition for convergence.
]}u-vhtl~ <~ C{]](Qa(D)+ I)u-(P(D)+ I)u]I + Hqh(D)u--teh[p(D)u]Ha};
Ilqa (D)r -tea [p(D)] r L z (hS){l~ = O(h 89
L2(hS)
Suppose the difference equation is convergent for all consistent/~h. It follows from Lem- The proof of our main theorem is now complete.
APPENDIX
Our purpose here is to prove the lemma below. Informally, it asserts that the zeros at infinity of an analytic, almost periodic function are stable with respect to small per- 
